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Make tests easy New and Updated Test Manager Version 2.0 (ExamJet 5.0.0) Added support for Microsoft Office 2007 and
2008. Added new category - French Test, Arabic and Spanish test Fixed some bugs. Improved the size of the application to save

space on your hard drive. Improved the number of questions per test. Improved the functionality of the category selector.
Improved the overall stability of the application. Fixed some bugs that caused the program to crash when you saved and closed
the test. Fixed a bug that caused incorrect results to be displayed in some languages. Fixed a bug that caused a message error.

Added a new function to allow for importing of.qst files for multiple tests into one test bank. Added a new function to allow for
importing of files into the database. Added a new function to allow for importing of Excel workbooks into the database. Added
a new function to allow for importing of Google Docs files into the database. Added a new function to allow for importing of

Outlook folders into the database. Fixed a bug that caused the test to be ended if the number of questions per test was set
incorrectly. Improved the description of the French Test category. Improved the description of the Arabic and Spanish test

categories. Improved the descriptions of the test bank categories. Fixed a bug that caused a test to be ended after the first test in
a test bank. Improved the interface of the save as test screen. Fixed a bug that caused an incorrect first question when adding a
new question. Fixed a bug that caused incorrect results to be displayed on the results screen. Fixed a bug that caused a test to be
ended after the test was started if the last question was skipped. Added a new function to allow for importing of files into the
database. Improved the processing of new files. Improved the testing of large files. Fixed a bug that caused tests to be ended
when a question was skipped. Fixed a bug that caused an incorrect result to be displayed. Improved the loading of large files.

Fixed a bug that caused a test to be ended due to error while loading a file. Improved the processing of large files. Improved the
speed of the program while loading a large file. Improved the loading of large files. Fixed a bug that caused a test to be ended

due to error while loading a file. Fixed a bug that caused a test to be ended due to error
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* Create and manage tests. Create and organize test categories, sets, question sets, questions, questionnaires, and student groups.
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* Keep track of students and management in the program. Manage student groups, user rights, user groups, and user rights. *
Run and track test statistics. Track how many students took the test, how many of them passed or failed, how long it took them

to complete the test, how many of them skipped questions and how much time they spent on each question. * Perform advanced
statistical analyses. Analyze how questions are answered, calculate a test's mean and median, and look for differences between
sets of questions. * Send test results to external clients. Send the results to ExamJet (via email or ftp), use a local CSV file or

export to PDF. * Export test results. Export all test results in the form of a.csv file. * Export data to Excel. Export all test results
to Excel files, by date, test name or test category. * Export statistics to Excel. Export all test statistics to Excel files. * Send test
to another program. Send a test to an ExamJet (via email or ftp), use a local CSV file or export to PDF. * Optimize the results.

Go through and analyze the test results to eliminate weak questions, reorder them and even delete them. * Optimize the
navigation. Move and delete questions, students, groups, set categories and sets to optimize the test flow. * Export questions to
Word. Export all questions to Word files. * Create new sets. Create new sets of questions and groups. * Export all images to
PDF. Export all images to PDF files. * Import and export questions to Excel. Import and export questions to Excel. * Import
and export test statistics to Excel. Import and export test statistics to Excel. * Import test. Import test in a new test category. *
Import statistics. Import statistics in a new set. * Import set. Import set in a new set. * Import test in groups. Import test in a

group. * Import statistics in groups. Import statistics in a group. * Export questions to Excel. Export questions to Excel. * Export
all images to Word. Export all images to Word. * Export statistics to Excel. Export statistics to Excel. * Export all questions to

PDF. Export all questions to PDF. * Import students to students. Import students to other 1d6a3396d6
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ExamJet is a testing software that helps you to organize your study in an effective and efficient manner. ExamJet allows you to
make tests using rich content, graphic interfaces, and an intuitive navigation. It is an ideal solution for students and test takers
who want to test themselves or others without hassle and the need for additional fees. With a series of features which are easy to
use, ExamJet is a must-have tool for all education institutions and its primary target audience. ExamJet consists of two parts: -
Test Manager - This part is used for creating question banks and groups, managing students, managing user rights, viewing full
statistics and creating tests. - Tester - It is a testing module, which allows students to take the tests. ExamJet is used by thousands
of schools and educational institutions. It is especially well-suited to large test making groups, where one central test manager is
needed. The intuitive interface ensures that you can easily navigate the main features of the application without training. Key
features: - Ability to create tests with a variety of types of questions; - A large library of question templates and pre-built
question banks; - Ability to analyze test results; - Wide range of reports which provide detailed analysis of each test; - User
interface designed to save time and minimize errors; - In addition to our traditional text-based interfaces, ExamJet also features
an HTML5-based interface that can be accessed on any mobile device; - Allows you to make tests using rich content, graphics,
and multimedia features; - Possibility to create tests using the in-built Questioner software, which allows you to create tests
automatically; - You can use ExamJet for free, which will cover all its features; - You can create question banks using ExamJet
Manager to manage them later on; - When testing is over, you can export test results into PDF, CSV, DOCX or Excel format; -
Once you create a test, it will be available for all your students. ExamJet Test Manager (also known as ExamJet Manager or
ExamJet: Test Maker) Description: ExamJet is an advanced test and quiz management software that allows you to create and
manage test and quiz files. It comes with a wide range of features and tools which makes it an ideal solution for students and test
takers who want to test themselves or others without hassle and the need for additional fees. ExamJet is designed so that

What's New in the?

ExamJet is an advanced test and quiz management software. This handy application gives you all the necessary tools to create
and publish test and quizzes, receive comprehensive reports and analyze them. In addition, ExamJet includes a large number of
specific reports which will enable you to view only the information that you really need. ExamJet is designed so that lots of
students can take a test simultaneously while you control the testing process through the central management console. Publishing
a new test doesn't take more than a few minutes, all you have to do is prepare the question banks in advance and you're set to go.
The program consists of two parts: Test Manager - This module is used for creating question banks and groups, managing
students, managing user rights, viewing full statistics and creating tests. Tester - It is a testing module, which allows students to
take the tests. Description: Easily make a variety of multi-page documents. Print, combine and change your documents quickly.
Easily add any document to the printer and save your documents in a variety of formats. The program includes: Print preview,
the print bar, the print queue, and digital ink Description: Checkinstall is a tool to automatically install a.deb package or its
source package. It can verify the dependencies, install the package, and remove temporary packages. It uses dpkg for the
installation. Description: Aircrack-ng is an 802.11 WLAN WEP/WEP2.0/TKIP/CCMP cracking tool. It supports WEP/TKIP
and WEP2/CCMP cracking, N-rate test (Rainbow-table attack) and so on. It also supports RSN/AES and CCMP/AES/TKIP
attack. This is the latest version of Aircrack-ng. Description: AFG (Advanced File Formats) is a single-file format for recording
applications, editing sessions, and sharing sessions. It is designed for recording and sharing session files and files to play back
session files. AFG files are easily created and edited using the File>New... command. Description: HTML templates for Joomla
are for people who want to make their own web site, and offer a variety of templates to use for your Joomla site. These
templates can be used with any Joomla based web site. Description: Easy to use app for resizing pictures. Includes full alpha
channel and several tools to help you easily resize pictures. Full support for RAW, TIFF, PSD, JPG, GIF, PNG, BMP and a
variety of other image formats. Description: Download and play chess. With chess app you can play chess against computer,
with friends or against the world. You can choose from four different chess variants (classic, checkers, sh
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System Requirements:

Minimum: Operating system: Windows 7 (32/64 bit) Processor: Intel Core i3-3220 2.3 GHz or AMD FX-4100 or higher (3.8
GHz or higher recommended) Memory: 4 GB RAM Graphics: Intel HD 4000 or Radeon HD 6000 or higher (AMD R9 M270X
or higher) Storage: 4 GB available space DirectX: Version 9.0c Network: Broadband Internet connection Additional Notes:
Mouse & Keyboard
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